Gateway to Greenpoint
Stream and Eddies

1. COVERED SEATING ON GREENPOINT AVE
2. WILDFLOWER FIELD
3. RAINWATER GARDEN - GREEN INFRASTRUCTURE DEMONSTRATION
4. SEATING ALONG PATHS
5. WINDING PATH WITH POROUS PAVERS AND INTEGRATED LIGHTING
6. ENTRANCES FROM SIDEWALK - WITH GATES, CLOSED AT NIGHT
7. PERIMETER FENCE - LOW HEIGHT WITH CLIMBING PLANTS
8. LIGHTING - AT PERIMETER AND ALONG PATHS ON GROUND LEVEL
9. EDUCATIONAL SIGNAGE - ADDRESSING HISTORY AND ENVIRONMENT
10. LUNCH AREA
Gateway to Greenpoint
Field and Groves

1. SHADE TRELLIS AND SEATING ON GREENPOINT AVE
2. WILDFLOWER FIELD
3. RAINWATER GARDEN - GREEN INFRASTRUCTURE DEMONSTRATION
4. BOCCE COURT
5. BIRCH GROVE
6. LUNCH AREA - WITH TABLES/BENCHES
7. AMPHITHEATER - WITH WALL FOR PROJECTION/ART
8. LIGHTING AND BOLLARDS INTEGRATED WITH BIKE STATIONS AT PERIMETER
9. SEATING - BENCHES INTERSPERSED WITH BIOSWALES
10. EDUCATIONAL SIGNAGE - ADDRESSING HISTORY AND ENVIRONMENT
Gateway to Greenpoint
Clearing in a Forest

1. Berms surrounding site - creating separation from street
2. Paths leading from entrances to central gathering area
3. Central gathering area - with stormwater retention below
4. Seating along paths
5. Birch Grove
6. Wildflower field
7. Lighting at perimeter and along paths
8. Low wall at perimeter with integrated bike locking stations and mural by local artists
9. Educational signage - addressing history and environment